Real Disability Hate Crime Round Table
“Disability and Faith”
Jack Dash House 21st June 2018
Introduction
This was the second of three annual Disability Hate Crime Round Table events
organised by Real, Local Voices Project, Disability Hate Crime Project in
partnership with 17-24-30 No to Hate Crime Campaign.
The aim of these events is to bring a range of people together to discuss
Disability Hate Crime and look at the intersectionality of other communities
affected by hate crime.
We organise these events every four months, in February, June and October.
The February event ties in with LGBT History month, focussing on Disability and
LGBT hate crime. June focusses on Disability and Faith hate crime and October
ties in with Black History Month, focussing on Disability and Race hate crime.
This June event focussed on Disability and Faith.
Event Promotion
We used our Real Action against Disability Hate Crime Round Table graphic to
promote the event across our social media; Eventbrite, Facebook, MailChimp,
Twitter and WordPress.
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Eventbrite
We used Eventbrite as a tool to manage registrations for our events.
21 June | https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/myevent?eid=42192674425
Facebook
We used our Real Disability Hate Crime Project (public) Facebook page to
promote the event.
21 June | https://www.facebook.com/events/1963842133868313/
MailChimp
We promoted the event in four issues of Real’s online newsletter (February,
March, May and June).
We promoted the Eventbrite sign up page, a link to an article about the events
on our website, and uploaded an article about the outcome of the February
event.
Twitter
We used our @RealDH8Cproject Twitter account to promote the event.
This linked the news article that we had posted on the Real WordPress site.
We used our other two Twitter profiles @RealDPO and @LocalVoicesTH to
further comment on the tweet and share it across all three Twitter profiles.
WordPress
We posted a news article about the three events on our Real WordPress site.
WordPress.
http://www.real.org.uk/news/real-action-disability-hate-crimeroundtables/
Email Promotion
We also used our existing email contacts to promote the events to a wider
audience.
Rob Johnson promoted it to the Local Voices Network, Wendy Haslam
promoted it to the No Place for Hate Forum and Mark Healey promoted it
through his networks.
Target Audience
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The target audience for the events can be divided into four groups;
(a) Hate Crime professionals – working across London.
(b) Local Authorities in Tower Hamlets – Police and Council.
(c) Key Partners – hate crime organisations that we aim to work with.
(d) Local Voices Network – disabled people who live, work, study or
socialise in the borough of Tower Hamlets.
Hate Crime Professionals
There are some key people who have developed expertise dealing with
disability hate crime and other forms of hate crime that we aim to work with.
Mike Smith (our CEO) who was involved in the production of the Hidden in Plain
Sight Report, Ruth Bashall (Director of Stay Safe East), Anne Novis (Chair
Inclusion London), Stephen Brooke (Disability Hate Crime Network) amongst
others.
Local Authorities
At a local level there is Tower Hamlets Council and Tower Hamlets Police.
At a regional level the Mayor’s Office of Policing and Crime (MOPAC) and the
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS).
Key Partners
There are key organisations which we want to establish relationships with
including; Community Security Trust, Galop, Gate Herts, Inclusion London,
Sophie Lancaster Foundation, Tell Mama and The Monitoring Group.
HEAR Charities against Hate Crime Network, Stop Hate UK and Victim Support.
Stay Safe East and Inclusion London have helped pioneer Disability Hate Crime
Awareness in London. There are also borough based Disability Hate Crime
projects including: Lambeth Disability Hate Crime Partnership, Speak Up
Lewisham, Inclusion Barnet.
Local Voices Network
Our network of over 200 disabled people who live, work, study or socialise
within the borough of Tower Hamlets.
Aims and objectives
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The broad aim of these events is to organise and facilitate discussion of
Disability Hate Crime within the borough of Tower Hamlets.
We wanted to look at the intersectionality between disabled people and other
communities affected by hate crime, with the ambition of bringing
representatives from those communities together to share knowledge and
experiences and find common ground.
The rationale is to encourage and develop relationships between the four
distinct groups who make up our target audience. Helping each group to
connect with each other, to become aware of each other’s work and explore
ways to work together.
We also aim to establish better communication and referral routes between all
parties.
We hope that this would benefit Real, Tower Hamlets and the disabled
communities we are working with by raising awareness of disability hate crime,
providing direct access to experts working in the sector and creating
opportunities for people to get personally connected and involved. Also, we
want this to lead to more people becoming Disability Hate Crime Champions in
the borough.
Finally, we want to help shape the direction of our work in 2018 to meet the
needs of the all the communities we work with.
Initial Contact
Our primary focus was organising the second meeting in June which would fall
over the summer period and focus on Disability and Faith Hate Crime.
We invited Community Security Trust (CST) and Tell Mama to speak about their
organisations and the work they are doing to tackle Anti-Semitism and
Islamophobia.
We also invited David Wilkin, a research fellow from the University Of Leicester
Department Of Criminology, who is working on a Disability Hate Crime on Public
Transport Project.
Agenda
13:00 | Welcome and introductions (Mark Healey)
Introductions and checking communication access needs (Wendy Haslam)
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Quick updates from each service present (Wendy Haslam)
13:20 | Presentation: Disability Hate Crime on Public Transport (David Wilkin)
13:50 | David’s Q and A
14:00 |Presentation: Anti-Semitic Hate Crime and Community Security Trust
(Jonny Newton)
14:10 | Jonny’s Q and A
14:20 | Presentation: Anti- Muslim Hate Crime and Tell Mama (Fiyaz Mughal)
14:30 | Fiyaz’s Q and A
14:40 | Refreshment Break
15:00 |Workshop: How can we work together against hate crime? Activity in
pairs. (Blair Altman, Nathand Carter, Wendy Haslam, Mark Healey)
15:50 | Closing remarks, agree who will lead on next steps (Mark Healey)
16:00 | End

Registration
30 people registered to attend the event via Eventbrite.
Preparation
Before the event we carried out a basic health and safety risk assessment –
checking for and minimalising any potential risks. None were identified.
On the day (with 30 people registered) we decided on a breakout setup of the
room, grouping the audience around three tables.
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Laptop and Projector
Wendy set up a laptop and projector.
Budget
We had a budget of £50 for light refreshments (from 17-24-30 No To Hate
Crime Campaign).
Access Requirements
We had a couple of attendees with hearing impairments so we set up a PA
system to facilitate speakers during the event (to amplify voices).
Light Refreshments
Lorna and Rob sorted out light refreshments for the event.
 Tea, coffee, milk and sugar.
 Water, 2 flavours of cordial.
 Biscuits, cake and fruit.
Sign-up Sheets
A register of attendees was ready for people to sign in as they walked into the
Chamber.
Attendance
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In total 18 people attended the event including one member of the Local Voices
Network (one of the groups, Tell Mama, cancelled due to traffic congestion).
House keeping
Mark went through basic housekeeping with those present with the assistance
of Blair and Nathand.






No fire alarm expected to take place.
Fire exits and area for those who require assistance in an emergency.
Location of toilets.
Mobile phones to silent or vibrate.
Permission to take photos during the event.

Introductions
We went round the room so that each person present could say their name and
which organisation they represented. We provided name place cards so each
person could write on their name and organisation – which was then displayed
in front of them.
We also asked for each individual to state their pronouns, and say something
they were most proud of achieving within their respective organisations during
the past three months

Wall Displays
In the room, Blair, Mark and Nathand had set up






Real’s Disability Hate Crime Project
2x H.O.P.E. acronym posters
A poster for Real’s contact information
A poster for 17-24-30’s information
Data on hate crime in the UK, government response
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Disability Hate Crime on Public Transport
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David Wilkin from the University of Leicester gave a presentation on his
project’s progress.
 David discussed how his interest in public transport had come about
through his extensive time spent working with it from administration to
operator positions.
 He explained how data creates priority in governmental procedures--if
there’s no data, then the government can’t or won’t prioritize anything
because it has other things to deal with that may have more concrete and
apparent imperatives.
o And he’s the only one in the UK focusing on hate crimes against
disabled people. He works in the Centre for Hate Studies at
Leicester University, one of two Centres in the UK
o He explained that universities play a vital role in that they provide
funds to obtain data, which can then be presented to the
government which can then fund solutions to problems
 Noted the number of potential disability hate crime victims, based off of
TfL tracking data, in London alone, to be 1.5 million.
 In his research, David had talked to 70 people, 56 who were disabled, and
14 who were transportation staff.
o 25% of the disabled sample had learning disabilities
o David noted there was 78% staff negativity reported, as they often
did not know what to do when a hate crime had occurred, who to
report it to, or how to engage in third party reporting
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 David explained the legal framework within which disability advocacy and
care should exist within. Equality Act 2010, section 149 states essentially
that all persons in public positions such as TfL staff, admin, etc. have a
duty to show equality in every situation.
 The problem isn’t that the legislation for effective change is inadequate,
but that there is a notable lack of enforcement.
o David noted that the Equality and Human Rights Commission
(EHRC) is tasked with enforcing the Equality Act, but does not
prioritize it
o The Equality Act is not enforced or prioritized likely because it is
not popular to, there is no funding for it, and there is no
compulsion to do it
 This makes the problem of disability hate crimes, and all others, far
worse, as there are guidelines that are being ignored.
 Raised a consideration as to what the point of having a legal declaration
could be when there is no enforcement of that declaration by public
services.
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 The policies to curtail hate crimes, especially on public transport, are
deemed to be “low-priority” legislation.
o To add to the problem, some public figures seem to be ignorant to
or misunderstanding of hate crimes.
 What role do bystanders have? In research, David has found that
witnesses of hate crimes on public transport might either jump in, ignore
or defend disabled people but most often, they ignore it.
o Sometimes perpetrators will manage to recruit bystanders to
participate in the crime.
 Perpetrators look to recruit others to join in on the abuse
because it may be an act as justification for it.
 They may use ‘humour’ to recruit.
o In many cases, it is difficult for victims of disability hate crime to be
believed and/or acknowledged, especially when the bystanders
won’t come forth, have participated or ignored the crime in the
first place.
 75% of hate crimes occur on buses. This is likely because perpetrators can
exit quickly and because they can access people who may join in with
them.
 The long term effects of disability hate crime on public transport is
paramount, in that it deters disabled people from using public transport,
promoting social exclusion
 The questions raised that need further investigation include:
o How does the type of impairment affect the likelihood of a hate
crime being committed?
o Are people with “hidden” impairments less or more likely to be
targeted than those with more visible ones?
 David ended by explaining his data was being distributed to multiple
sources in various locations.
 Questions were invited.
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Community Security Trust (CST)
Jonny Newton from CST gave a presentation and lead a brief discussion on the
topic of hate crime targeting Jewish people, and expanded to give pointers and
advice as to addressing hate crimes against other communities.
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 Starting off with an introduction to CST’s practices of monitoring antiSemitic activity in the United Kingdom, and providing physical security
systems to Jewish spaces.
o Enforced the previous speaker’s statement on how good data
makes for greater governmental prioritisation.
 Mentioned that CST is looking to improve its disability support and
inclusion, within the Jewish community and elsewhere.
 The organisation has a strong national presence, catering to all
denominations of Judaism.
 It does physical security such as security personnel at synagogues,
schools, installation of security fences, CCTV and also secures security
grants for various Jewish institutions.
 CST, started in 1984, was one of the first third-party information services
and reporting bodies. It shares any data it collects with the police, and
tracks what gets reported to CST and not the police, as well as vice versa,
to better understand, respond to, and hopefully understand Anti-Semitic
hate crime. As a result, CST has a robust data collection on Anti-Semitic
hate crimes in the UK.
o Jonny encouraged dialogue to see if this model is possible to be
adapted for disabled people.
 Noted that Brexit has fuelled the rise of hate crime everywhere.
However, since CST started collecting data in the 1990s, anti-Semitic hate
crimes have increased in number, and so has reporting of these hate
crimes.
 The presence of hate crime in the media both brings attention to and
perpetuates such hate crime—on the one hand, hate crime is evermore
present in the minds of the general public, but on the other, individuals
who commit such crimes may be considering such information in ways to
justify their actions when trigger events occur.
o Sarifa, a member in attendance from the Disabilities Recreation
Forum, spoke about the parallels in how anti-Islam hate crime
increased in response to events in 2014.
 A spike in Anti-Semitic hate crimes in the UK occurred
following the summer of 2014 in response to conflict
between Israel and Hamas
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o Contemporary events inform crime as well as respond to such
crime. How it can be beneficial to have hate crimes saturating
media?
Jonny noted that distinguishing what is and isn’t a hate crime (in the
context of anti-Semitic hate crime) can be challenging, as one must
consider whether perpetrators are attacking the faith or the apparent
faith of the individual.
Jonny noted that regarding Anti-Semitic hate crimes, abusive behaviour is
most common, and that assault and violent hate crimes are rarely
recorded
o Many occur on social media.
Jonny ended by mentioning that working with agencies like Galop is
hugely important to underlining the legitimacy of and imperative of the
issue.
CST wants to also increase disability access to its support services—one
option could be more home visits, call-ins.

Q and A and discussion

 How do we increase awareness of hate crimes?
o People become used to abuse, and in some cases take abuse as a
perceived signifier of their identity. To increase reporting and
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intolerance towards hate-crime, exposing the fact that it is not
normal and not okay to be abused, is essential. Jonny explained
that the Jewish Ultra-Orthodox community, because they are
visibly identifiable, have become most used to Anti-Semitism, and
therefore are prone to perceiving it as ‘normal’.
 Important to encourage reporting so more data can be
obtained.
How can we increase reporting when many people have little faith in the
justice system?
o When property is involved hate crimes are more likely to get
reported due to insurance claims where police reports and
evidence are needed.
Branding / brand awareness helps encourage individual trust in an
organization. CST has a very strong brand, the same goal can be used to
improve other organizations like Real or 17-24-30.
Abita, an intern for the Jewish charity Rene Cassin, noted that having a
security body on-call to assist at events may be seen as controversial but
makes a big difference for justice.
Easy-read conversion of resources and guides is important as many
cannot access the resources they need. The use of British Sign Language
interpreters at events is also extremely important.

Workshop exercise – Hate Crime Awareness Campaign, HOPE brainstorming to
work together against hate crime.
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Real staff members Mark and Wendy, along with the two interns, Blair and
Nathand, led discussion and brainstorming in small groups. We looked at how
the HOPE campaign could be put into action. This involved writing down ideas
on post-it notes and adding them to a collective board. We specifically focused
on what should be included in a mailed-out ‘awareness pack’, similar to one like
the Holocaust Memorial Day pack. Some ideas were in the pursuit of creating
activities before, during and after the hate crime awareness week planned for
October of this year.
 Things to be included in the campaign pack notes
o Sticky Note 1 – “Each one teach one” approach to information sharing
for people in the community to help and teach each other about hate
crimes.
o Sticky Note 2 – Booklet of activities, also in accessible Easy Read
format.
o Sticky Note 3 – Some kind of challenge against false statements of
hate crimes not being serious.
o Sticky Note 4 – Examples of real-life stories of victims’ experiences
with hate crime.
o Sticky Note 5 – More Easy Read photos.
o Sticky Note 6 – Information as to who can be reported to, what kind of
services are available.
o Sticky Note 7 – A large pack could be sent to schools to distribute
throughout schools/universities.
o Sticky Note 8 – Non-English/ ESL translated information.
o Sticky Note 9 – Case studies of victims and testimonials of recovery,
also positive experiences.
o Sticky Note 10 – Pins, stickers, badges, wrist bands.
o Sticky Note 11 – Advertise central portal for reporting hate crimes.
o Sticky Note 12 – Sample merchandise and logos.
o Sticky Note 13 – National/international wall calendar of awareness
days/months and faith days and events.
o Sticky Note 14 – Directory of third party reporting centres (maybe a
fridge magnet?).
o Sticky Note 15 – Victim’s code of practice booklet.
o Sticky Note 16 – Links to other support for other types of crime, since
there’s an overlap between certain crimes.
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o Sticky Note 17 – Make sure everything is as simple and short as
possible.
o Sticky Note 18 – Snapshot of statistics on the prevalence of hate
crime; to reduce feelings of isolation “you’re not alone in your
struggle.”
o Sticky Note 19 – Leaflet on the pros and cons of reporting.
o Sticky Note 20 – Bottle opener or trolley key with number/logo of
support services. Other information for victims. Information for
friends and family.

 Activities to be done
o Sticky Note 1 – Vigils, annual picnics for the remembrance of victims, a
parade or procession/march.
o Sticky Note 2 – Balloon display.
o Sticky Note 3 – Creation of a children’s book or illustrated
novel/compilation to bring awareness of crimes (similar to Love is
Love graphic novel compilation in honour of the victims of the 2016
Pulse, Orlando shootings)
o Sticky Note 4 – Active twitter account.
o Sticky Note 5 – Children’s theatre to teach about hate
crimes/injustice.
o Sticky Note 6 – Tap into funding streams for recording and
safeguarding victims.
o Sticky Note 7 – Create a portal for training victims and perpetrators.
o Sticky Note 8 – Involve local authorities and other partner
organisations.
o Sticky Note 9 – Crowd funding and further PR.
o Sticky Note 10 – Inter-organisation education (e.g. training on LGBTQ+
organisations, knowing how to respectfully interact with and advocate
for a gypsy/Roma person)
o Sticky Note 11 – Social media endorsement and sharing.
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End of event
Event ended at 16:00
Next Round Table Meeting
Real Disability Hate Crime Round Table – Disability/ Race Hate Crime
11 October 2018 12:00 to 16:00 at Jack Dash House.
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